Experimental Performance Analysis of Job Scheduling Algorithms on Computational Grid using Real Workload Traces
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Abstract. Grid, an infrastructure for resource sharing, currently has shown its importance in many scientific applications requiring tremendously high computational power. Grid computing, whose resources are distributed, heterogeneous and dynamic in nature, introduces a number of fascinating issues in job scheduling. Grid scheduler is the core component of a grid and is responsible for efficient and effective utilization of heterogeneous and distributed resources. This paper presents comparative performance analysis of our proposed job scheduling algorithm with other well known job scheduling algorithms considering the quality of service parameters. The main thrust of this work was to conduct a quality of service based experimental performance evaluation of job scheduling algorithms on computational Grid in true dynamic environment. Experimental evaluation confirmed that proposed scheduling algorithms possess a high degree of optimality in performance, efficiency and scalability. This paper includes statistical analysis of real workload traces to present the nature and behavior of jobs.
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1 Introduction

Job scheduling plays a vital role in an efficient and effective management of grid resources. Grid scheduling is divided into three phases; which are namely resource discovery, resource allocation and job execution. Resource discovery is a mechanism which generates a pool of available resources. Resource allocation deals with selection of best resources and the allocation of jobs to the selected resources accordingly. Job execution manages the execution of jobs on available resources. Resource allocation is an NP-complete problem[1, 2].

In our previous research, we presented two Grid job scheduling algorithms which are Multilevel Dual Queue Scheduling Algorithm (MDQ) and the Multilevel Hybrid Scheduling Algorithm (MH) with objective of optimizing the performance of Grid[2, 3]. We also proposed dynamic variants of MH and MDQ to manage scheduling of high computing jobs in truly scalable and dynamic computational Grid environment in our recent work [4, 5].
Scalability testing is an important success factor in the design and development of a job scheduling algorithm for Grid computing environment. Scalability is measured by analyzing the application performance by increasing and decreasing the computing power provided to it in the form of cores or processors. In [4], the concept of performance and scalability is highlighted by the authors. The terms performance and scalability are usually grouped together. Performance is defined as a speed measure with which a single application can be processed by the computing system. While, the scalability measures the capability of an application to maintain its performance under increased processing power and workload.

Two fundamental issues are addressed in performance analysis of new Grid scheduling algorithms. Firstly, representative workload traces are used to produce trustworthy results. Secondly, a good testing environment should be established. Simulation is the widely adopted strategy for evaluation of job scheduling algorithms[5].

Grid scheduling introduces a number of fascinating issues which makes the implementation of system in dynamic, scaleable and real time system a very difficult problem. The grid resources allocation is an NP-hard problem[6]. The near optimal solution for job scheduling has been presented as a heuristic in the literature [7-11]. The problem of scheduling in grid computing has been discussed in Section 2. Main focus of this research is to evaluate the performance, efficiency and scalability of scheduling algorithms in an optimized way.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides a brief literature review of Grid scheduling methodologies. Section 3 presents the proposed scheduling algorithms and Section 4 is about the statistical analysis of real workload traces. Section 5 illustrates the scheduling simulator design. In Section 6, the experimental setup is discussed and Section 7 describes the performance analysis of the Grid scheduling algorithms. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Related Research

The computation of grid resources is difficult to ensure throughout the job execution because of heterogeneous and dynamic nature of grid resources. The job scheduling for grid problem has already been discussed in the literature has attempted to minimize the makespan and computation cost. Among the most popular ones, Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) [12, 13] is heuristic used to schedule the workflow applications on heterogeneous resources. HEFT assigns the tasks derived from workflow applications based on the individual task priorities.

A multi-criteria based accelerated genetic algorithm has been used in [9]. The authors have selected job response time and success rate as scheduling criterions. There are a few other job scheduling heuristics proposed to achieve the high performance from grid, which includes, Max-Min[11, 14], Min-Min[11, 14, 15], BHEFT [16] and GA[9, 17]. A comparison of many scheduling algorithms has been presented by Chandak et al. [18] and presented a classification of scheduling algorithms in groups such as economic, meta-heuristic and population based etc.

A work presented in [19] developed three scheduling algorithms to schedule and reschedule the jobs on grid resources by considering dynamics of resources and applications. The three algorithms follow the incremental, divide and conquer and genetic algorithm principle. The study [19] suggests continuous monitoring of tasks in execution and resources
executing the scheduled tasks, if the performance is degraded rescheduling of tasks will be performed.

An adaptive scoring based job scheduling algorithm [20] has been proposed to schedule compute and data intensive independent tasks on grid resources. The status of grid resources is updated using the local and global scheduler before scheduling the new jobs but it does not reschedule the jobs already scheduled.

3 Scheduling Algorithms

In [2, 21, 22] we have proposed two scheduling algorithms- MH and MDQ. They are based on a fixed time quantum. The two flavors of MH have been introduced in [23] and two flavors of MDQ have been presented in [3]. In this paper we present a performance comparison of MH and MDQ scheduling algorithms on small scaled computational Grid using real workload traces.

3.1 Multilevel Hybrid Scheduling Algorithm (MH)

MH is based on master/slave architecture and uses the RR allocation strategy for job distribution among the slave processors; and the Hybrid Scheduling Algorithm (H) is used on each slave processor for computation.

For MH the ready queue is maintained in order of CPU burst length, with the least burst length at the head of the queue. Two numbers are maintained. The first number, \( t_{\text{large}} \), shows the burst length of the largest process in the ready queue while the second one, \( t_{\text{exec}} \), represents a running total of the execution time of all processes (since a reset was made). A new process submitted to the system is linked to the queue in accordance with its CPU burst length. MH dispatches processes from the head of the ready queue for execution by the CPU. Processes being executed are preempted on expiry of a time quantum, which is a system-defined variable. Following preemption, \( t_{\text{exec}} \) is updated as follows:

\[
\frac{t_{\text{exec}}}{t_{\text{exec}}} = t_{\text{exec}} + \text{quantum}
\]

The numbers are then compared. If \( t_{\text{exec}} < t_{\text{large}} \) then the preempted process is linked to the tail of the ready queue. The next process is then dispatched from the head of the ready queue. If \( t_{\text{exec}} \geq t_{\text{large}} \) then the process with the largest CPU burst length is given a turn for execution. Upon preemption, the ready queue is sorted on the basis of SJF.

The value of \( t_{\text{large}} \) is reset to the burst length of the largest PCB, which is lying at the tail of the queue, and \( t_{\text{exec}} \) is reset to 0. The next process is then dispatched from the head of the ready queue. When a process has completed its task it terminates and is deleted from the system. \( t_{\text{exec}} \) is updated as follows:

\[
\frac{t_{\text{exec}}}{t_{\text{exec}}} = t_{\text{exec}} + \text{time to complete}
\]

The numbers are then compared and the actions taken are the same as those for a preempted process. The two flavors of MHQ (i.e., Dynamic Multilevel Hybrid Scheduling Algorithm using Median (MHM) and Dynamic Multilevel Hybrid Scheduling Algorithm using Square Root (MHR)) and of MDQ (i.e., Dynamic Multilevel Dual Queue Scheduling Algorithm using Median (MDQM) and Dynamic Multilevel Dual Queue Scheduling Algorithm using Square Root (MDQR)) are discussed in [3, 23].
3.2 Multilevel Dual Queue Scheduling Algorithm (MDQ)

The MDQ algorithm operates similar to the MHQ where the only difference is maintaining two queues at ready queue. The ready queue comprises two queues – the waiting queue and the execution queue. The waiting queue is maintained as an FIFO queue. A new process submitted to the slave is linked to the tail of the waiting queue. Whenever the execution queue is empty, all processes in the waiting queue are moved to the execution queue, leaving the waiting queue empty. The execution queue is maintained in order of CPU burst length, with the shortest burst length at the head of the queue. The two numbers \( t_{\text{large}} \) and \( t_{\text{exec}} \) are maintained for MDQ as well and are updated using Eq. 1 and 2. If \( t_{\text{exec}} < t_{\text{large}} \), then the preempted process is linked to the tail of the execution queue and next process is dispatched from the head of the execution queue. If \( t_{\text{exec}} \geq t_{\text{large}} \), then the process with the largest CPU burst length is given a turn for execution. Upon preemption, all processes in the waiting queue are moved to the execution queue, leaving the waiting queue empty. The execution queue is then sorted on the basis of SJF. The value of \( t_{\text{large}} \) is reset to the burst length of the largest PCB and \( t_{\text{exec}} \) is reset to 0. The next process is then dispatched from the head of the execution queue.

4 Statistical Analysis of Real Workload Traces

[24] represents a comprehensive statistical analysis of real workload traces to study their dynamic behavior. Real workload traces i.e.; LCG1 were collected from the CERN. We reproduced the graphs of[24]using our developed web-based simulator; SyedWSim [28]; to study the behavior of ‘LCG1’ workload[25, 26]. The total numbers of jobs in LCG1 is 188041. ‘64’ second period is taken as job interval in our analysis. The number of jobs arriving in each interval is called ‘job count’. Figure 1 shows the division of job counts and run time processing demand for the real workload trace. Next we performed an autocorrelation of the job counts at different lags and then Fourier analysis, which are presented in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1. The sequence plot and run time demand for the count process of LCG1](image-url)
Fig. 1 and 2 demonstrate that Grid workload LCG1 shows scaling behavior and rich correlation structures, which are different from workload produced by the conventional parallel machines. Such types of behavior cannot be captured by simple models such as Poisson or other distribution based methods [24]. Fig 1 and 2 show that self-similarity and long range dependence are the characteristics of LCG1 jobs. LCG1 will be used in experiments for comparative performance analysis of proposed scheduling algorithms with other well-known job scheduling algorithms in truey Computational Grid environment.

5 Scheduling Simulator Design and Development

In this paper we used the same software development strategy for scheduling simulator, which was used in [2]. MPJ-express library is widely adopted Java API for parallel and distributed programming. This Java message passing library allows writing and implementing parallel applications for multicore and distributed systems.

We designed and developed a Java based simulator using MPJ-express API to evaluate the performance and efficiency of our proposed scheduling algorithms. The metadata for each process includes its Process ID, its arrival time and CPU demand. This simulator works on Master-Slave model. This simulator takes the number of slaves (processing elements) as input; and then the job is divided among slaves accordingly. The simulator considers the arrival time for each process and then submits processes to the system. The software has two main modules. One module runs on the master node (SimM). The other module runs on each slave processor (SimS).

A number of scheduling algorithms including the newly developed ones, MH, MHM, MHR, MDQ, MDQM and MDQR, as well as established ones, FCFS, SPN, SRTF, RR and P are programmed in the simulator. The user can select one from a range of scheduling algorithms as input. All slaves (compute nodes) use the same scheduling algorithm, which is
The purpose of the simulator is to produce performance measures against each scheduling algorithm for given real workload trace LCG1.

6 Experimental Setup

The experiments made use of a Computational Grid of High Performance Cloud Computing Centre at Universiti Teknologi PETRONAS. We ran our experiment using a cluster of 16 to 32 processors. A detailed experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.

7 Performance Analysis of Grid Scheduling Algorithms

This section presents the comparative performance analysis of scheduling algorithms using LCG1. Our experiments include the scalability test of scheduling algorithms under an increasing number of processors. The ‘runtime’ attribute is given for each process in ‘LCG1’. The ‘runtime’ is taken as CPU time in our experiment. We used ‘5’ units as the fixed time quantum. This section describes a comparative performance analysis of our proposed algorithms with the established ones.
Fig. 4 Average Waiting Time
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Fig. 6 Average Response Time
7.1 Average Waiting Times Analysis

Fig 4 depicts that the average waiting times calculated by each scheduling algorithm on Computational Grid for given real workload trace of LCG1. SRTF, MH, MHR and MDQM scheduling algorithms result in the least average waiting times as compared to the other scheduling algorithms. The average waiting time computed by SRTF scheduling algorithm is slightly shorter than the value computed by the MH and MDQR scheduling algorithms. Under the increased number of processing elements (CPUs), each algorithm shows the relative improvement in performance. MHM demonstrate better results as compared to the FCFS, RR and MDQ algorithms. All scheduling algorithms show that the relative performance is independent of the job nature, the job demand and the number of CPUs used for computation.

7.2 Average Turnaround Times Analysis

Figure 5 shows the pictorial view of the average turnaround times computed on Computational Grid for the scheduling algorithms using real workload traces of LCG1. The average turnaround times computed by the SRTF, MH and MDQM scheduling algorithms are less than the values computed for the other scheduling algorithms. Under the increased number of CPUs, each algorithm has shown improved average turnaround time, and supports scalability. Experimental results present that SRTF, MH and MHR are at the same performance level in terms of average turnaround times. Figure 5 also shows that the average turnaround times computed for MHM and MDQM are better than the values computed for the MDQ, RR and FCFS but slightly longer than those for the MHR and SJF scheduling algorithms. Moreover, all scheduling algorithms show that the relative performance, which is independent of the job nature, the job size and the number of CPUs used for the computation.

7.3 Average Response Times Analysis

Figure 6 presents that MDQ and MDQR result in the least average response times as compared to the MH and MHR scheduling algorithms. The average response times computed by MDQ are slightly longer than the values computed for RR and slightly shorter than those for MH and MHR. The SPN and SRTF scheduling algorithms show poor response times as compared to all other scheduling algorithms. Moreover, all scheduling algorithms present that the relative performance is independent of the nature of jobs, the job size and the number of CPUs used in experimentation. MDQ gives consistently good response time measures for given workload of LCG1 under increased numbers of processors.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we performed comparative performance analysis of job scheduling algorithms on campus based Computational Grid using LCG1 real workload traces. Our proposed algorithms introduce new dynamic time quantum strategy. Proposed algorithms generate the time quantum based on nature of jobs and execute the processes accordingly. We evaluated our proposed and existing job scheduling algorithms on a simulator running on Computational Grid using LCG1 workload traces under the increased number of CPUs. Statistical analysis of LCG1 workload traces is also conducted in this work to study the dynamic nature of jobs.
We conclude that MH and MDQM are scheduling policies from the system perspective; they satisfy the system requirements (i.e. less Average Waiting Time and less Turnaround Time). MDQ and MDQR are scheduling policies from the user perspective due to their shorter Average Response Time. Moreover, proposed MH, MDQR, MDQM and MDQ are scalable, i.e. the relationship between each performance measure (e.g. average turnaround time) and the workload size is almost linear.
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